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WELCOME PACK WEEK 2 – SUSTAINABLE WORLD COMMUNITY MEMBERS
This week we invite you to start building the relationship with our Sustainable World Leaders
by joining the Sustainable World Community Program. We will tell you how in step 2 at the
end  of  this  Welcome  Pack.  We have  realized  that  workability  in  our  world  is  intimately
correlated to relatedness. To bring change at a global level requires people worldwide to build
relationships with one another. Our program is about developing the ability to relate cross
culture, religion, color, class, tribe, gender and all other boxes that separate people from one
another. As a Sustainable World Community Member you could help us to build this beautiful
worldwide family simply by going through the Welcome Packs and interacting with us.

Today we will share more information on the Sustainable World Project. We watch two videos.
This week we take 2 hours. Lets start with an introduction, a bit of history and then why this
project is needed, what is the real problem in our world and what is the solution. 

Introduction of the Sustainable World Project
The Sustainable  World  Project  will  instill  higher  consciousness  values  and  skills  through
participation in online and offline local, domestic and international interactive events using
guided  dialogues,  light,  sound,  movement  and  touch  designed  to  transcend  the  Egoic
conditioned  mind.  These  sessions  will  lead  to  unprecedented  experiences  of  unity
consciousness in a critical mass of initially 750 and later 10.000  Sustainable World Leaders.
These  10.000  leaders  will  bring  the  same  unprecedented  experiences  to  millions  of
Sustainable World Community Members. As all consciousness is connected these experiences
will  bring  forth  new thoughts  and  new ways  of  being  in  the  collective  consciousness  of
humanity. This will lead towards new ways of communication, new types of action and new
ways of collaboration. These new ways of collaboration will lead to a sustainable world; a
world that works for all people by the year 2050.
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History
Through many pilot projects the 9 transformational programs of the Sustainable World Project
have been tested,  evaluated,  modified and re-tested over  the  last  20  years.  In  2015 we
started our 10 year soft-launch including the launch of our online Empowerment Platform.
March 2016 the Founder Richard and a young leader Saba took one year to lay down the
foundation for the Sustainable World Project. 

June 2016 we started a THRIVE Empowerment Center in Bangalore, India. May 2017 we
started the first of 5 pilot Empowerment Camps. In 2018 and 2019 we reached out to more
than 100.000 leaders and started the pre-selection process for finding Core Team Members.
Early 2019 the Founder sold one property in the Netherlands and funded the Soft Launch
phase for 2-3 years. We inspired a growth from 800 to nearly 24.000 people in our Facebook
group. 

Since May 2019 Mahoro Oliver, the first Core Team Member is in India on a long term  visa. A
second Core Team Member, Honest Machirori from Zimbabwe, was chosen. We launched our
weekly Sustainable World Community Program on Facebook. 

October  2021 two Core Team Members for South-Est  Asia,  Sunitha Kolar  and Shilpa PA
stepped up. The Founder Richard has for now also taken on being a Core Team Member for
Europe. This Core Team of 5 people is  currently (December 2021) interacting with nearly
24.000 leaders in our Facebook Group while setting up systems to support the start of our
worldwide implementation phase in 2025.  
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What is the Need 
Billions of people are suffering on a daily basis. Humanity needs to be assisted to overcome
this suffering. Humanity needs to be assisted to move from a young immature violent species,
controlled  and  manipulated  by  secret  rulers,  fighting  and  competing  for  survival,  to  an
awakened higher consciousness Star Trek society thriving in abundance for all beings.

Why is there a Need
The world is currently in a phase where chaos, violence and suffering is waking up humanity.
Technology has evolved faster than consciousness and secret rulers with insane agenda's
have  brought  our  world  at  the  brink  of  destruction.  As  humanity  awakens  to  unity
consciousness worldwide, there is an urgent need for higher consciousness programs. These
programs will avoid further, possible severe, consequences coming from an old egoic mindset
and will assist humanity in creating a sustainable world.

What is the Problem that Creates the Need 
The  frequencies  at  which  the  human  brain  operates  (i.e.  the  wavelength  of  our  neural
oscillations)  have been categorized by the  scientific  world  into  different  categories:  Beta,
Alpha,  Theta, Delta, Epsilon, Gamma and Lambda. The Beta frequency range is what we call
lower egoic consciousness.  The lower egoic consciousness is the default state of mind for
most people most of the time. The judgment, which comes automatically and frequently in this
state of mind, brings an almost continuous, often subconscious experience of separation. The
ongoing  identification  with  painful,  negative  thoughts  and  feelings  leads  to  unconscious
violent communication and action. This is as well to ourselves, as to each other, as to our
environment. It causes tremendous suffering for billions of people. It causes a world which
does not work for all.  The lower (egoic) consciousness is the root cause of all  problems
worldwide.

What Happens when this Project is Not Started?
My personal experience and my research tell me that our world will awaken no matter what.
Universal Laws governing evolution will take care of that. I believe it would be my ego talking
if I said that without this project the world will not transform. However, I do believe that this
project can support reducing the duration and the intensity of the transition. It will therefore
reduce the suffering for billions of people. In this we find our purpose.
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Solution
The solution to the problem is to shift the global collective consciousness from lower egoic
levels to the higher levels where we experience unity consciousness. For this to happen we
need to slow down the mind from the default state of Beta to other states like Alpha.  ALL
suffering for ALL people can be brought to an end by bringing the minds of a critical mass of
the world’s population to a higher state of consciousness. 

In  a  higher  state  of  consciousness  people  automatically  reclaim  their  power  through
recognition of their inherent connection to all that is. If one is connected to all that is, then one
can influence all and therefore heal all and solve all. The Sustainable World Project will unite
10.000 Sustainable World Leaders. They will cause a sustainable shift in their consciousness
and the collective consciousness in two ways:

1. Tangible:  Through  Worldwide  Interactive  Events  on  our  Empowerment  Platform,
Sustainable  World  Leaders  will  impact  the  consciousness of  millions  of  people  on
thousands of locations by inspiring participation in shared activities. 

2. Intangible: The moment that we have a critical  mass of Sustainable World Leaders
experience  a  higher  consciousness,  (brain  activity  down)  then  it  will  impact  the
collective consciousness as all consciousness is connected as one. This means that all
people  here  on earth  will  instantaneously start  experiencing  shifts  in  their  state  of
consciousness. This is scientifically proven by the latest consciousness science and
known under different labels like the meditation effect, extended Maharishi effect or the
100th Monkey Effect. This effect can be strengthened by the use of Pyramids, specific
time slots like 1:30 Sidereal time, by using techniques, like from Heart Math and/or
others, to create more coherent thought and heart waves. We are continuously doing
research  to  find  more  and  more  effective  distinctions  to  raise  the  collective
consciousness. All these distinctions will be embedded in our 9 programs for radical
transformation. 
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CREATE A WORLD THAT WORKS FOR ALL PEOPLE BY THE YEAR 2050 
STEP 2 OUT OF 5 - SUSTAINABLE WORLD COMMUNITY MEMBERS

SEND A FRIEND REQUEST TO A CORE TEAM MEMBER OR OTHER LEADER
If  you  like  to  connect  with  any of  the  leaders  you  see  in  our  weekly Sustainable  World
Community Program, then comment on the post with our LIVE session of the Sustainable
World Community Program. In your comment share a bit more about who you are and ask
about them. Make sure you tag the leader so he or she gets a notification.

WATCH TWO SHORT VIDEOS
I request you to watch the next two videos to get the very first understanding of who we are 
and what the project is about. 

Watch the first video: the Soft Launch and Start of the Sustainable World Project. You find the 
video in our Facebook post. Make a new comment on this Facebook post and share one thing
you found valuable while watching the video. You can write: “What I found valuable in this 
video is . . .  “ Here is the link to the Facebook post where you can watch the video and then 
add that new comment -
https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287/permalink/3226351750752475 

Then watch the second video: Vision 2024 to 2029 for the Sustainable World Project. Make a 
new comment on our Facebook post and share one thing you found valuable while watching 
this video. You can write: “What I found valuable in this video . . . “ Here is the link to the 
Facebook post where you can watch the video and add that new comment -
https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287/permalink/3226355184085465

BOND WITH OUR SUSTAINABLE WORLD LEADERS AND GET VALUE
If you like to bond with our Sustainable World Leaders, then also make sure you join our
weekly Sustainable World Community Program we facilitate in the same Facebook Group.
Here you can not only empower the leaders, but also receive value for making your personal
and  society  dreams  come  true.  The  session  is  weekly  on  Saturdays  7  pm  IST.  (Indian
Standard  Time)  Here  is  the  link  to  the  group  where  the  LIVE  stream  will  be  posted.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287

MAKE A NEW COMMENT
I request you to comment one thing you learned today when you read the information about
our  project  in  this  pack.  You  could  write:  “Today I  read  Welcome Pack  Week  2  for  the
Sustainable World Community Members. I learned . . .  [write what you learned]. Here is the
link to the Facebook post where you can add that new comment -
https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287/permalink/3226363400751310   

https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287/permalink/3226351750752475
https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287/permalink/3226355184085465
https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287/permalink/3226363400751310
https://www.facebook.com/groups/725583880829287
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NOTES
Our Founder Richard is juggling a lot of commitments. He will not be able to respond to each
and every person reaching out  to  him by private chat.  Please write  your  questions as a
comment on our pinned post in our Facebook Group and one of our leaders will respond.

WHAT IS NEXT
If you are ready with this Welcome Pack Week 2 then you can continue with Welcome Pack 
Week 3. In this pack you can learn about the 4 elements of the Sustainable World Project that
will reduce the duration and intensity of the transition towards a sustainable world. If you do 
not yet have this PDF file then here is how you can get it.

1. Download it from our server by clicking the following link -  Welcome Pack Week 3 
2. You go to the download page of our web site and click on Welcome Pack Week 3 in 

the section 'DOWNLOADS FOR OUR SUSTAINABLE WORLD COMMUNITY 
MEMBERS' - http://www.sustainableworldproject.com/download.htm 

3. You ask one of our leaders to send it to you by posting a comment under our pinned 
post: “Pls send me the Welcome Pack Week 3 Sustainable World Community 
Members” in our Group. Link to Pinned Post

https://www.facebook.com/groups/YoungWorldLeaderProgram/permalink/2173053816082279/
http://www.sustainableworldproject.com/download.htm
http://www.sustainableworldproject.com/downloads/Welcome%20Pack%20Week%203.pdf
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